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– AN EFFECTIVE METHOD FOR IMPROVING BRAIN FUNCTION
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Abstract: Hemoencephalography training is an effective method of improving the brain. It is a relatively cheap
and easy method to use. This method was evaluated using standard encephalography (EEG) and the sLORETA
software. The study involved a group of 70 volunteers. The change in spectral entropy in selected areas of the
brain and the relative signal strength of the basic brain wave ranges were assessed.
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Introduction

Electroencephalography (EEG) is the most important
diagnostic method which uses electrical signals generated
by the brain. EEG reflects the resultant electrical activity of
the brain (and in particular the cerebral cortex) at a given
moment. This activity is related to all processes in which
the brain is involved. New technological advancements in
the field of integrated electronics have led to the develop-
ment of more precise caps and electrodes and thus, provides
better quality signals generated by the brain.

EEG Analysis

For the analysis of the EEG signal sLORETA applica-
tion (standardized Low Resolution Brain Electromagnetic
Tomography) was used. The mapping of the charge distri-
bution in the brain based on knowledge of tensions on the
head of is a classic inverse problem. This task often occurs
in various branches of science, where some parameters of
the model must be determined based on the observed va-
lues [1]. In the study, the EEG analysis was used to evaluate
the effects of hemoencephalography training (HEG).

Material and methods

Data were obtained from 70 healthy volunteers (men),
aged from 18 to 36 years with a mean age of 26. None

of the respondents had been treated neurologically and/or
psychiatrically in the past. Participants in the experiment
were volunteers found through ads. All subjects were com-
pensated for their participation in these experiments. The
authors obtained the agreement of the Bioethics Committee
of the Military Institute of Aviation Medicine (Decision No.
11/2016 06.22.2016) for research with the participation of
volunteers. The test was carried out under laboratory con-
ditions. Signals were recorded from 19 channels (assembly
10-20) from different regions on the head and from reference
electrodes (ear) A1 and A2. Recording of the signal from
the EEG electrodes was carried out during the pre-test (Be-
fore), biofeedback training (bfHEG) and post- biofeedback
training (After). The test equipment used was NeXus-10
and NeXus-32 Fig. 1 (manufactured by the Dutch com-
pany MindMedia ) [2]. An analog-to-digital converter was
installed in the NeXus devices with 24-bit resolution on
all sensors. EEG data were recorded using a 32-channel
NeXus 32 recorder, equipped with active electrodes and
24-bit analog-to-digital converters. Standard caps with 19
electrodes and reference electrodes A1 and A2 were used for
the test in accordance with the international system 10-20
(FP1, FP2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, T3, T5, T4, T6, P3, Pz, P4,
C3, Cz, C4, O1, O2, A1 and A2) [3]. The electrodes were
placed according to the extended 10-20 system. For analysis
of the EEG signals, the Biotrace package from MindMedia
and sLORETA were used. The EEG system had a sampling
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The registration of this signals took place at a sampling rate of 32 Hz.  

 

 

Fig. 1 Devices for multimodal registration: NeXus-10 (A) and NeXus-32 (B) (view of panels for 

connecting the sensors) [2]. 

 

Fig. 2 EEG cap (19 channels, 2 reference electrodes and ground) [2] (A) and HEG device  

(manufactured by Biocomp reaserch Institute [4] (B)). 

sLORETA software 

Fig. 1: Devices for multimodal registration: NeXus-10 (A) and NeXus-32
(B) (view of panels for connecting the sensors) [2].

frequency of 512 Hz. The HEG signal was determined using
a head band (Fig. 2) and the blood volume pulse using a
finger sensor. The registration of this signals took place at
a sampling rate of 32 Hz.
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Fig. 2: EEG cap (19 channels, 2 reference electrodes and ground) [2] (A)
and HEG device (manufactured by Biocomp reaserch Institute [4] (B)).

sLORETA software

Analysis using the sLORETA software requires an ini-
tial software configuration. The LORETA electrode creator
renders a file with coordinates derived from electrodes cor-
responding to the EEG data used in the analysis. For all
LORETA modules, the number of electrodes, the number
of time intervals in each EEG data file and the sampling fre-
quency were determined. The electrodes in the coordinate
wizard were arranged in accordance with the international
system 10-20 (Fig. 3). Table 1 presents the coordinates of
the example electrodes.

Fig 3. shows the 10-20 system of electrode placement,
where the letters A, C, F, O, P and T denote auricle, fron-
tal, occipital, parietal and temporal regions, respectively.
Odd and even numbering are used for the left and right si-
des, respectively. Midline electrodes are numbered with Z,
representing zero. Nowadays, it is common to extend this
10-20 system by placing electrodes in between thus arriving
at 32, 64, 128 and even 256 channels.

Sources are mapped in the Talairach space. The ima-
ges comprise rectangular sections of the brain, from left to
right, horizontal, sagittal and coronal views of the brain.
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Fig. 3: International standard 10-20 position system of electrodes on human head  [3].  

 

Fig 3. shows the 10-20 system of electrode placement, where the letters A, C, F, O, P and T 

denote auricle, frontal, occipital, parietal and temporal regions, respectively. Odd and even 

numbering are used for the left and right sides, respectively. Midline electrodes are numbered 

with Z, representing zero. Nowadays, it is common to extend this 10-20 system by placing 

electrodes in between thus arriving at 32, 64, 128 and even 256 channels. 

  

Table 1 Examples of electrode coordinates. 

 

Sources are mapped in the Talairach space. The images comprise rectangular sections of the 

brain, from left to right, horizontal, sagittal and coronal views of the brain. The x coordinates 

are negative for the left hemisphere and positive for the right hemisphere. The y coordinates 

Electrode x y z

Fp1 -32,81065 81,00142 -3,699663

Fp2 3281065 81,00142 -3,699663

C3 -61,11541 -13,06309 69,47281

Cz 0,000000001490116 -10,31269 96,5361

C4 61,11541 -13,06309 69,47281

Fig. 3: International standard 10-20 position system of electrodes on hu-
man head [3].

Table 1: Examples of electrode coordinates.

Electrode x y z 

Fp1 -32,81065 81,00142 -3,699663 

Fp2 3281065 81,00142 -3,699663 

C3 -61,11541 -13,06309 69,47281 

Cz 0,000000001490116 -10,31269 96,5361 

C4 61,11541 -13,06309 69,47281 

 

The x coordinates are negative for the left hemisphere and
positive for the right hemisphere. The y coordinates are po-
sitive for the front and negative for the back locations. The
coordinates are positive for the higher and negative for the
near coaxial location.
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Fig. 4 Screenshot of software sLORETA.  
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map statistics. This procedure is created and takes into account simultaneous testing with the 
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Fig. 4: Screenshot of software sLORETA.
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LORETA employs statistical procedures for both types
of data used in neuroimaging methods: ERP (time domain)
and EEG (frequency domain) [1, 5, 6]. Current knowledge
about the functions located in specific areas, frequency spe-
cifications, functional integration and the relationship be-
tween networks in the brain is still very limited. In recent
years it has begun to be more evident that the location
theory also does not fully allow the comprehensive under-
standing of brain functioning and the complexity of inte-
raction between nerve connections. Typically, two appro-
aches are used to analyze the pathways of brain activation
for specific tasks. The first approach of distributing sys-
tems investigates correlations between physiological com-
ponents. The second detects focal differences on the basis
of a functionally specialized approach. Statistical tests used
in the LORETA program are based on statistical mapping
of parameters (statistical parameter SPM mapping). This
approach uses the general linear model settings and creates
a matrix for neurophysiological data. Specific effects (no-
ise or specific activation) are estimated using the standard
method of least squares or parameters of the estimated li-
near model such as differences in assessments determined
each time by a specific effect. For each contrast, the stati-
stic t (t- statistic) for each voxel (see Part I) is calculated
to create a statistical map. Images are mapped to a stan-
dardized coordinate space, taking into account differences
in the size and position of the brain, smaller images are ave-
raged to amplify the signal in relation to noise. LORETA
introduces similar SPM procedures with additional rando-
mization and permutation tests. The tests are performed
with a reference area obtained from all possible values of
the statistical test for the observed points. Randomization
and permutation tests are shown to check significance for
the probability of false rejection of at least one family- wise
error rate (FWER) in testing multiple hypotheses.

The functional mapping data analysis is usually perfor-
med on the basis of the voxels database by creating image
statistics based on the differences between the conditions or
the parameter map statistics. This procedure is created and
takes into account simultaneous testing with the assump-
tion of all voxels in the anatomical hypothesis. It should be
noted that adequate neuroanatomical and neurophysiolo-
gical knowledge is essential for the establishment of hypo-
theses in relation to the expected changes during the pre-
sentation of the experimental stimulus. LORETA contains
a significant number of tools that allow the user to effecti-
vely monitor changes in EEG and LORETA sources within
and between groups in an individual subject. It is impor-
tant for reporting the results of therapy in neurofeedback
training. Generally, neurofeedback training use computer-
based conversion of EEG patterns to images on a computer
screen. The person subjected to neurofeedback training le-

arns to influence these images and thus the self-regulation
of the EEG (and what you are doing is self-regulation of
the complex, dynamically changing nervous system).

Signal analysis

Spectral analysis is widely used to detect abnormalities
in the EEG spectrum. Spectral entropy (SpecEn) measu-
res the flatness of the signal spectrum and is considered
a convenient way to analyze individual brain wave ranges.
sLORETA software was used to calculate the spectral en-
tropy changes and changes in relative signal power density
relative density (RP) of the following brain wave ranges:
delta, theta, alpha, beta and gamma.

The spectral analysis theoretically belongs to linear me-
thods and transforms time series into a frequency domain.
The methods used in the spectral analysis are fast Fo-
urier Transform (FFT) and autoregression. Autoregression
is more accurate, but FFT is simpler to use. Fourier trans-
formation of the continuous time signal (Continuous Time
Fourier Transform, CTFT):

X(ω) = F (x(t)) =
∫ ∞
−∞

x(t)e−jωt dt (1)

where ω = 2π
T = 2πf , f is the frequency in Hz. As a result

of this transformation, the continuous signal in the time
domain x(t) is converted into the continuous signal X(ω)
in the frequency domain. In signal analysis, we usually deal
with discrete samples of the signal x(nTs) or simply x(n),
where Ts is the sampling period. This transformation is
called Discrete Time Fourier Transform (DTFT):

X(ω) =
∞∑

n=−∞
x(nTs)e−jωnT (2)

It should be remembered that in both cases the func-
tion and signal must meet certain conditions that ensure the
feasibility of transformation. Both transformations are re-
versible i.e. you can reconstruct the original signal based on
them. These dependencies are defined by the formulas [7]:

x(t) = F−1(X(ω)) =
1

2π

∫ ∞
−∞

X(ω)ejωt dω (3a)

x(nTs) = F−1(X(ω)) =
Ts
2π

∫ π/Ts

−π/Ts
X(ω)ejωnTs dω (3b)

The spectral power (the function of the power spectral
density) of continuous and discrete signals is calculated as
the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function (these
equations are called Wiener- Chinczyn equations) [8]:

Pxx(f) =
∫ ∞
−∞

Rxx(τ)e−j2πft dτ (4a)
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Pxx(f) =
∞∑

m=−∞
Rxx(m)e

−j2πfm
fpr (4b)

where fpr = 1
Ts

is the sampling frequency, τ is the continu-

ous signal shift, and m displacement of the discrete signal.
The correlation functions are defined as follows:

Rxx(τ) = E[x(t)x(t− τ)] (5a)

Rxx(m) = E[x(n)x(n−m)] (5b)

where E[.] is the expected value. Another way to estimate
the signal’s power spectrum is to calculate it directly using
the Fourier transform (without determining the correlation)
[9]:

Sxx =
|X(f)|2

N
(5)

Spectral entropy (Power Spectral Entropy) was intro-
duced in 1992 by J.N. Kapur. Procedure for calculating the
spectral entropy of a random variable X = x1, x2, . . . , xn
for n  1 and corresponding probabilities of events
P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} 0 ¬ pi ¬ 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n∑n

(i=1) pi = 1 [10,11] is as follows:

• calculation of discrete Fourier transform (DTFT)X(ωi),
where ωi is i-th frequency,

• calculation of normalized power spectral density (PSDn):

PSDn(ωi) =
1
N
|X(ωi)|2 (6)

• calculation of the distribution function of normalized
power density:

pi =
PSDn(ωi)∑n
i=1 PSDn(ωi)

(7)

• the last step is the calculation of entropy:

SpecEn = −
n∑
i=1

pilnpi (8)

In addition, the relative signal power density was com-
puted for a selected range for each frequency theta, alpha,
beta and gamma rays by the equation:

RP =

∑i=k
i=j PSDn(ωi)∑n
i PSDn(ωi)

(9)

where j and k determine the frequency ranges of an in-
dividual brain wave. The fraction numerator contains the
normalized power density of the selected frequency range
(appropriate for a given brain wave), and the denominator
contains the total normalized signal density covering all fre-
quency ranges of the analyzed brain waves (from i = 0.5 Hz
to n = 64 Hz).

Results

Analysis of the variability of the EEG signal may be
used to quantify the level of perfusion in selected parts of
the brain. These signals have been grouped in 5 regions cor-
responding to areas on the surface of the head and cortex.
Spectral Entropy (SpecEn) for low and high frequencies re-
flects the slowdown in brain electrical activity in subjects
who have not yet “activated” the cerebral circulation within
the frontal lobes as a result of biofeedback training. The re-
sults relating to the preliminary examination were marked
as “Before” in the figures and the results after the biofe-
edback training as “After”. Spectrum entropy increased in
all regions studied. The relative signal strength increased
in the case of alpha and beta waves in all regions (Fig. 8
and 9) and decreased in the case of theta wave in all regions
(Fig. 7). In the case of delta and gamma waves, the increase
or decrease in the relative signal strength depended on the
region of the brain (Fig. 6 and 10).
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Fig. 5: Changes in spectral entropy calculated using the sLORETA so-
ftware of the EEG signal recorded before and after biofeedback (bfHEG).
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Fig. 6: Changes in relative delta wave power obtained from the EEG si-
gnal recorded before and after biofeedback (bfHEG) calculated using the
sLORETA software.

Fig. 12 – 14 provide a graphic illustration of changes
in the activity of beta waves in selected areas of the brain
(identified by spatial coordinates, Brodmann area number,
and name of the anatomical structure) and associated brain
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Fig. 7 Changes in relative theta wave power obtained from the EEG signal recorded before and after 

biofeedback (bfHEG) calculated using the sLORETA software. 

 

Fig. 8 Changes in relative alpha wave power obtained from the EEG signal recorded before and after 

biofeedback (bfHEG) calculated using the sLORETA software. 

Fig. 7: Changes in relative theta wave power obtained from the EEG si-
gnal recorded before and after biofeedback (bfHEG) calculated using the
sLORETA software.
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Fig. 7 Changes in relative theta wave power obtained from the EEG signal recorded before and after 

biofeedback (bfHEG) calculated using the sLORETA software. 

 

Fig. 8 Changes in relative alpha wave power obtained from the EEG signal recorded before and after 

biofeedback (bfHEG) calculated using the sLORETA software. Fig. 8: Changes in relative alpha wave power obtained from the EEG
signal recorded before and after biofeedback (bfHEG) calculated using
the sLORETA software.
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Fig. 9 Changes in relative beta wave power obtained from the EEG signal recorded before and after 

biofeedback (bfHEG) calculated using the sLORETA software. 

 

Fig. 10 Changes in relative gamma wave power obtained from the EEG signal recorded before and 

after biofeedback (bfHEG) calculated using the sLORETA software. 

Fig. 12 - 14 provide a graphic illustration of changes in the activity of beta waves in selected 

areas of the brain (identified by spatial coordinates, Brodmann area number, and name of the 

anatomical structure) and associated brain wave activities depicted as the intensity of the 

shading of a given area. 

 

Fig. 11 The distribution of electrical charge density in the brain estimated by the solution of the 

inverse problem (sLORETA) applied to the 21-channel EEG recording before (A) and after (B) 

hemoencephalography training - SMR (beta wave). 

Fig. 9: Changes in relative beta wave power obtained from the EEG si-
gnal recorded before and after biofeedback (bfHEG) calculated using the
sLORETA software.
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Fig. 9 Changes in relative beta wave power obtained from the EEG signal recorded before and after 
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Fig. 10 Changes in relative gamma wave power obtained from the EEG signal recorded before and 

after biofeedback (bfHEG) calculated using the sLORETA software. 

Fig. 12 - 14 provide a graphic illustration of changes in the activity of beta waves in selected 

areas of the brain (identified by spatial coordinates, Brodmann area number, and name of the 
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shading of a given area. 

Fig. 10: Changes in relative gamma wave power obtained from the EEG
signal recorded before and after biofeedback (bfHEG) calculated using the
sLORETA software.

wave activities depicted as the intensity of the shading of a
given area.

In Fig. 11 A maximum value: (X= 32, Y= 45, Z= 29),
Brodmann area 10, Anterior prefrontal cortex (most rostral
part of superior and middle frontal gyri), and minimum va-
lues: (X= 25, Y= -39, Z= 1), Brodmann area 4, Primary
Motor Cortex (It is located in the posterior portion of the
frontal lobe) [12]. In Fig. 11 B maximum Values: (X= 53,
Y= 10, Z= 1), Brodmann area 22, Superior Temporal Gy-
rus, and minimum values: (X= 4, Y= -39, Z= 71), Brod-
mann area 4, Primary Motor Cortex.
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Fig. 11: The distribution of electrical charge density in the brain estimated
by the solution of the inverse problem (sLORETA) applied to the 21-
channel EEG recording before (A) and after (B) hemoencephalography
training – SMR (beta wave).
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Fig. 12 The distribution of electrical charge density in the brain estimated by the solution of the 

inverse problem (sLORETA) applied to the 21-channel EEG recording before (A) and after (B) 

hemoencephalography training - beta 1 wave. 

In Fig. 12 A maximum value: (X= 11, Y= 59, Z= 36), Brodmann area 9, Dorsolateral 

prefrontal cortex, and minimum values: (X= -31, Y= -39, Z= -20), Brodmann area 20, Inferior 

temporal gyrus. In Fig. 12 B maximum values: (X= 60, Y= -4, Z= 8), Brodmann area 22, 

Superior Temporal Gyrus, and minimum values: (X= 32, Y= -53, Z= 64), Brodmann area 7, 

Visuo-Motor Coordination. 

 

Fig. 12: The distribution of electrical charge density in the brain estimated
by the solution of the inverse problem (sLORETA) applied to the 21-
channel EEG recording before (A) and after (B) hemoencephalography
training – beta 1 wave.
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Fig. 13 The distribution of electrical charge density in the brain estimated by the solution of the 

inverse problem (sLORETA) applied to the 21-channel EEG recording before (A) and after (B) 

hemoencephalography training - beta 2 wave. 

In Fig. 13 maximum value: (X = 11, Y = 59, Z = 36), Brodmann area 9, Dorsolateral 

prefrontal cortex, and minimum values: (X = - 24, Y = -39, Z = -13), Brodmann area 36, 

Ectorhinal area, now part of the perirhinal cortex (in the rhinal sulcus). In Fig. 13 B maximum 

values: (X = 18, Y = 10, Z = 64), Brodmann area 6, Premotor cortex and Supplementary 

Motor Cortex (Secondary Motor Cortex) (Supplementary motor area), and minimum values: 

(X = - 3, Y = 31, Z = -6), Brodmann area 32, Dorsal anterior cingulate cortex.  

Conclusions 

Biofeedback training resulted in  an increase in the alpha and theta waves activity, while the 

delta wave activity decreased. Such changes in brain waves activity are positive since they are 

accompanied by a decrease in beta 3 activity (with the increase of beta 1 and beta 2 activity) 

which is the most energy-intensive range of the brain (due to the high amplitude of this 

signal).  
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Fig. 13: The distribution of electrical charge density in the brain estimated
by the solution of the inverse problem (sLORETA) applied to the 21-
channel EEG recording before (A) and after (B) hemoencephalography
training – beta 2 wave.

In Fig. 12 A maximum value: (X = 11, Y = 59, Z =
36), Brodmann area 9, Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and
minimum values: (X = -31, Y = -39, Z = -20), Brodmann
area 20, Inferior temporal gyrus. In Fig. 12 B maximum va-
lues: (X = 60, Y = -4, Z = 8), Brodmann area 22, Superior
Temporal Gyrus, and minimum values: (X = 32, Y = -53,
Z = 64), Brodmann area 7, Visuo-Motor Coordination.

In Fig. 13 maximum value: (X = 11, Y = 59, Z = 36),
Brodmann area 9, Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and mi-
nimum values: (X = - 24, Y = -39, Z = -13), Brodmann
area 36, Ectorhinal area, now part of the perirhinal cor-
tex (in the rhinal sulcus). In Fig. 13 B maximum values:
(X = 18, Y = 10, Z = 64), Brodmann area 6, Premotor
cortex and Supplementary Motor Cortex (Secondary Mo-
tor Cortex) (Supplementary motor area), and minimum va-
lues: (X = - 3, Y = 31, Z = -6), Brodmann area 32, Dorsal
anterior cingulate cortex.

Conclusions

Biofeedback training resulted in an increase in the al-
pha and theta waves activity, while the delta wave activity
decreased. Such changes in brain waves activity are positive
since they are accompanied by a decrease in beta 3 activity
(with the increase of beta 1 and beta 2 activity) which is
the most energy-intensive range of the brain (due to the
high amplitude of this signal).
The research was partly financed from the grant No.
DOBR/0038/R/ID2/2013/03.
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